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ABSTRACT

We have investigated the temperature variation of the entropies

and specific heats of liquid Ma and K. The systens are primarily

modelled vith a hard sphere (hs) description, but contributions arising

from the soft forces and electronic part are also included vith the basic

hs model. The hard sphere ingredients at various temperatures are

determined through the consideration that the difference between the

relevant pair potential and its minimum value is just equal to the

kinetic energy of a free particle. The basic ingredients thus obtained

are employed to calculate the entropies and specific heats of the systems

at various temperatures. The calculated values are found to be in good

agreement vith experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of the temperature dependence of the thermal
properties viz, entropies and specific heats for liquid metals is
important for various metallurgical purposes. Experimental results for

most of the metallic systems are available (Huttgrcn et nl., 1973),

theoretical results at thp melting temperatures for various alkali

Jiietnl3 (e.(J. Hoshino, 19&k) and certain calculations on the temperature

variation of these properties for sone metals are also available

(Young, 1977 and references therein); these calculations involved solely

a lim-'J sphere description of the systems. In the present investigation

we have included the effects of soft force and the electronic contributions

with the hard sphere description,

The effective entropy and specific heats are assumed to consist of

the bard sphere (hs), soft sphere (ss) and electronic (el) contributions.

The hard sphere contributions comprising the bulk of these thermal

properties' are calculated by using the Carnahan and Starling (19&9)

formula characterized by the packing fraction n. At this stage it is

relevant to mention here that determination of the temperature dependence

of ii by itself is an ambiguous problem. There have been various

attempts (e.g. Rahman and Bhuiyan,1986, and references therein) to

e:;t::::ale the hs ingredients at various temperatures for liquid metals.

In z):? present investigation ~rc have determined the iiasic h^rd sphere

iirreiicntr, from the confederation that the difference beween the

relevant ^air potential and its minimum value is just equal to the kinetic

er.orc:/ of a Tree particle. The standard variational method (Hafner, 1.977;

!vi!̂:r::i and P/tiuiyan, 1966) for defining the hs ingredients can safely

!,„ replaret; by this simpler tiiennodynamic argument proposed by Ashcroft

and I..a:>i;rcth (1967). The essential consideration in this respect is to

employ a realistic pseudopotential and a self consistent screening

function in calculating the pair potentials $(r) for these systems.

In the present calculations ve have employed a point pseudising potential

(PPP) recently proposed "by Young et al. (1987) for the s-p bonded metals.

We also use the screening function given by Ichimaru and Utsumi (1991)

which satisfies the self-consistent conditions'imposed by the compressibility

sum rule and the short range correlation requirement. The hs ingredients

thus obtained by calculating the pair potentials are used to calculate the

hard sphere contributions to the entropies and specific heats.
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Now from the pnat experience^ (e,(">. HaJuuun mid lMiuiywi, I9G6),

it han been seen that the contributions arising from the soft forces play

important roles in the thernodynamtc and transport properties of liquid

metals. Thus it became tempting to investigate their roles on t!ie

entropies and specific heats as veil. In this respect the present study

includes these effects through the consideration th.it in the close

vicinity of the minimum the pair potential features like a parabola.

The temperature variation of the hs ingredients required in this part

of the calculation follows the prescription o;ivcn by Joarder and

Copala Rao (I983)-

The temperature variation of the densities in Na and IC brings

along notable changes in the free electron Fermi dianeters. This indicates

that inclusion of the electronic part in the temperature dependence of

the thermal properties is essential. In this respect we have employed

the Soiranerfeld approximation in calculating the electronic entropies ^

and specific heats. We have, however, followed the argument that in

range of temperatures above the melting points the electron gas in these

systems are completely degenerate and the relevant Fermi distribution

function is safely replaced by a step ^unction. These approximations allow

us to consider the zeroth order Sommerfeld parameter and to neglect the

corrections that could arise from the exchange and correlation.

The layout of the paper Is as follows: in Sec. ?. we briefly

discuss the relevant formulations. Scene details of the calculations

are presented in Sec. 3. The calculated result"; are presented and

discussed in Sec. U. Finally we make some concluding rc-nnrkR in Sec. 5.

2. BASIC FORMULATION

In this section ve briefly describe the formulations employed in

the calculations. The first two subsections describe the basic .formulations

of the 'thermodynaraic quantities viz. the effective entropy, specific heats

and isothermal compressibility. The final section concerns determination

of the hard sphere ingredients (cr,n) at various temperature;;; these

ingredients are employed to calculate the thermodynaiuic quantities

outlined in the earlier subsections.
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A. Expression for entropy

The effective entropy of a metallic sy3tem at teinpe-.iiUire T

atomic volume V nnd ionic mass m is given by

where S is the expression for the total entropy relevant ; r> the hard

sphere description of the system, this is obtained from the ••el

free energy due to Carnahan and Starting (1969) and is give:: by

[2)

Here n is the packing fraction of the hard-sphere system r.i n is t)ie

corresponding number density. The contribution arising U-o: :•;<• soft-

force is given by [please see Appendix A)

where 0 is location of the minimum is the pair note:!1:!

value of the hard sphere diameter o at the r.eitir.E"poirs. ' •::<;.-.it

Gn(o) is obtained fron the Carnahan-Startirw; equation nmi •;•.•-.-. by

Finally the electron contribution S to the effective en'.;opy arising

from the near-degeneracy of the electron gas is given by (<?..-. Young, 1977)

The excess entropy of the system is essentially given by



= V
(6)

E. Expressions for specific heats

Following the spirit or the proceeding section ve ca.n express the

effective specific heat capacity at constant volume as

cv = c > cv+cl
,hswhere the hard sphere contribution C is givrn by

(.7)

( "or (5)

The contribution arising from the sort part of the pair potential is

19)

Tlie corresponding expression for the electron contribution is

n«, _ 5<L/
(10)

la a similar fashion the effective specific heat capacity as constant

pressure can T>e vritten as:

where the different contributions are respectively

4:

\-rj) \ sr
(13)

and

(HO

Here u is the expansion coefficient for the metallic system (for Ha

and K the values are respectively 2.8 x 10 per degree and

2,9 y. 10"* per degree). The expression for l-r̂  is obtained from
l.3rJp

Joarder and Copala Rao (I963):

.1 - -3.35 >: 10~ K"1 and

_B ) ve can vri te
Y '

= -3- Oh x liov since

IJ'J ; ;•.;; i>,,(l[j) and the value of a ve obtain the value of |̂ ~| to be
P I. 3 i J V

u::ô  in Eq. (0). Once the values of the C and C are calculated the

isothermal compressibility \ can be obtained from

(IT)

c. sphere inf;redierits from pair potentials

111 calculating the theimodynamic quantities described in the last

subsections ve essentially need the best possible values of the hard

sphere ingredients n and o. i'ov there are various schemes (e.g.

Halmian and Bhuiyan, I9S6, and references therein) to estimate the

temperature dependence of the hs ingredients. In the present
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In tlie present investigation ve estimate these quantities in a way to

assign them the values corresponding to the average distance of closest

approach for repulsive collisions in the fluid. More precisely ue start

with an appropriate pair potential

(18)

where z is the valence. F(q) is the wave number characteristic given

by-

(19)

where

= -I -h
1 -t (£0)

Here x (o) is the noninteractinc response '.wi-tio1', ;md G(q) i" the
o

local field factor; the latter is obtained from Ichinrmj and L'tsumi (1981).

In Eq, (19) ^(0.) is the pseudopotential for:": factor; tin? present

calculations use one recently proposed by Youn^ et al. (19°7) for tlic

s-p bonded metals (please see Appendix B). Onco •„"::•= jv:1 r potential

$(r) is calculated the effective hard-nphere diameter o for the liquid

state ionic collisions can be estimated using the relation (Ashcroft

and Langreth, 1967):

= 4- (21)

where <f> (r) is the first minimum in the pair potential occurring at

r «= an. The packing fraction n is related to a by n - -'--o
n being the number density of the liquid metal.

-T-

The values for 0 and n thus obtained at various tCBperaturos

are employed to compute the temperature dependence of the various

tberniodyn&mic quantities outlined earlier.

3. SOME DfTTAILS OF CALCUIATrOliS

The formulations of the relevant thermal properties are

presented in See, 2.A and See.'2.B, The hard sphere ingredients, i.e.

o and n are the basic input to be used in computing these properties.

In this respect, as ve have mentioned earlier, ve employ the approximate

relation {21) that relates the pair potential ana the relevant kinetic

energy. How ir. calculating the pair potential we have used the point

pseudising potential (ppp) due to Young et al. (1987) appropriate for the

s-p bonded metals. This potential contains three parts: the ionic part,

the orthogonallsing contribution from the s-vave scattering and that from

the p-vave scattering. The ionic part is calculated self-consistcntly by

using the modified Herman-Skilman programme. The parameters a and S

that appear in the two orthogonalizing contributions are chosen to be

ajj = 68-22(a,u,)$ 6 = 27-30 {a.u.) and a = llilt.O (a.u.),

Sj, = 101.0 [a.u.) respectively; these are the optimal values for o

and B that can reproduce a number of physical properties of the -cl;-

and liquid i;a and K very consistently vith experiments. We aljo uje

in the calculations the screenijig function due to Ichimru and U*,r,\rv: [}3~~

The hard uphere ingredients, o and n, thus calculated at variour.

taipeiv.turcE for Ha £nd K are presented in Tables 1 and 2, rer,;.sctivel;.

Once the values of a and n are determined, the temperature

Gradients of these quantities can be estimated by using the relntior. (15)

recently developed by Joarder and Gop.ila Ras (1983). finally thc:;c V.^-JO:-

are employed to calculate the various thermal properties of Ha nnd ':'..

k. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The ingredients used in the calculations are presented in

Tables 1 and 2. The calculated results are presented in Tables 3 and !'

and in figs, 1-3.

In Table 3 we have presented the thermal properties for Na and

K corresponding to their melting temperatures. The comparison r.hovz that

in most cases the results obtained from the PPP arc more connioteni, than



those obtained from the Ashcroft potential with experimental results,

It Is, hovever, important to note that in all cases the calculations

include the contrllmtions derived from the soft forces and electronic parts;

exclusion of these refinements in the calculations simply enlarge the

magnitudes of the thermal quantities.

The excess entropies for Ha and K as functions of temperatures

ore presented in Figs. 1 and ?., It in noted thnt the contributions arising

from the ooft forces and electronic parts to the effective excess entropies

are significant for both the systems at all temperatures. The general

trend is that these refinements reduce the magnitudes of the effective

values for S in all cases; this trend relevant to S s s may be somevhat

correlated vith the difference in the relaxation processes corresponding

to the hard and soft spheres collisions vhich really decide the nature of

uncertainties in the specification of the parameters of the particles that

lead to. entropy. It is, of course, true that in the limit of lav temperatures

the contributions arising from the electronic part is very small in comparison

vith the other contributions {Young, 1977). In the present calculations,

vhere ve consider very high temperatures as well, the electronic part

appears to be significant. From Fig. 1 for lla it is noted that the

theoretical values of S at all temperatures including the soft force
ex

contribution alone are practically indistinguishable from the experimental

results; inclusion of the electronic part slightly lowers the magnitudes

of these values from the experimental values. For K the trend is quite

Jirilar but in this case the results obtained from the Ashcroft pstiidopotentinl

without electronic part are also relevant.

At this point it is interesting to note from Table h that the

effective entropies obtained from the PPP ingredients for both Ma and K

upto approximately 1000 K are more consistent vith experiments; above this

temperature the PPP and Ashcroft results become eompetable. A little

remark is made regarding this point in the conclusions.

The temperature variations of C for Na and K are shovn in

Fig. 3, For Na the effective C 's calculated by using the PPP

ingredients are found to be in excellent agreement vith the experimental

values at all temperatures. On the other hand, the values obtained by using

the Ashcroft ingredients are somevhat higher than the experimental results.

Tor K, hovever, a different feature aupears in C [T) curve. In the
P

vicinities of the low -and high temperature regions the PPP values are

closer to the e>:perimental results, vhereas in the intermediate l-anye of

temperatures the Ashcroft values- are more consistent, TUe minima in the

C (T) curves obtained theoretically appear at higher temperatures than

the experimental results, Resultn for C (T) may be available from the

authoro.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In the present calculations ve have looked at the temperature

dependence of the entropies and specific heats of Na and K. The

calculations have precisely taken care of the soft force and electronic

contributions. We make some concluding remarks in the light of the

present calculations:

1. The soft core contrilration to the effective entropies and

specific heats are found to be important at all temperatures for Na

end K. The electronic contribution is also important at all temperatures;

it becomes significant particularly in the limit of high temperatures.

2. In the limit of very high temperatures the present PPP

;::odel vith the fixed values of a and B might not be as good as in the

vicinity of the; inciting temperatures; this applies to all narrjMtric

r^eudoaotentials (Rajonan et al. , 1987).

~i. In calculating the electronic contri'uiiticri to Ui'_> thcrml

iu.;in". itiej; vc have- adopted the Sommorfeld appL'o:iir..-itior) within u. complete

degeneracy of the electron gas. This implies th-'it '»o have included orily

the zeroth order Somrcerfeld parameter suitable for aajiy cases (ilafner 19773-
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APPENDIX, A

Soft^foree contribution to entropy and specific heat

Following the prescription by Protopapas et al. (1973)

concerning the average distance of closest approach for repulsion

collisions we may approximate the pair potential in the close vicinity

of the minimum f.t r = c as a parabola, i.e.

(Al)

Pig, A - Schematic diagram of a pair potential.

The soft-force contribution to the free energy of the metallic

system is given by

(A2)

where 6 Q C T ) is thE hard^sphere radial distribution function. The

corresponding soft^-force contribution to the effective entropy is

-11-

Cf

(A3)

SJ.nce does depend on T we have frorL (A3)

(Al.)

Mow at equilibrium k_T = a(on - c ) and so at constant volume ve

have

(A5)

a being the hs dianeter at the melting teiaperature T . Thus finally
IB r-

the :;oft nphore coritribution to the entropy is given by

I AC)

where 0 = (n ) , n being the melt in/; point density. ".:-. ?. similar

way the soft sphere contributions C and C to the cT'foctive speci fit-

specific heats can "be vritten as

(A7)

end

5

These are expressed by Efin.(9) and (13) in the text.



APPENDIX B

Point Pseudtsing Potential

The "brief description of the point pscriiaina potentia! used

on the present calculations is us follows;

An effective pseudopotential V(q) appropriate for an s-p bonded

metal can be vritten as

- v^- i vian-f u p s j k + %.) (nz)

vhere <k|V li+g-* is the matrix element of the ionic potential

V. calculated from the atomic structure and V is the orthogonal-ion ps

iiation contribution that cancels again.-, the s- and p-scattering only.

Within local approximation V can he vriLtcn as (details are {jiven

by Youns et al., 1987):

(B2)

2 1 ^
v h e r e v e h a \ r e s e t V J ( Y ) = - — 5 4 ( r ) .

r
5

3r
Here a and F are essentially enerKy-dependont; but ir. the

present case vo have ignored th^ encrcy dependence of there ortho^onalizing

piiramaters. Ti!i Fourier trnnsfom of (S2) i^ v;'itto:i as

(B3)

Finally the effective pseudoizini; point ion potential is given hy

- 1 3 -
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TABLE 1 TABLE 2

The calculated hard sphere ingredients for Na at various temperatures T and

densities n. Here x and jc (jt = o,n) denote quantities calculated >

by u:-inR the pneucii7-ing point-ion potential and Ashcroft pseudopotential respectively.

The calculated hard.-sphere Ingredients for K at various tempirrutunvi

T and densities n. Here x and x (x •> o,n) denote qun:it! t. i en.

calculated J ty usinf; the pseudizing potnt-ion potential and Asi'î -oft

pseudopotential respectively.

Temperature

T(K)

371

Uoo

500

6oo

700

Boo

900

1000

1100

density n

(a.u.)xlO"3

3.5831*

3.5589

3.1*737

3.387I4

3.3000

3.2111)

3.1211)

3.0300

2.93o9

2. 01*20

PPP

( a . u . )

6.21*5

6.217

6.130

6.039

5-971

5.897

5-825

5.751)

5-696

5.6'*5

? Ash")

(a .u . )

6.359

6.326

6.217

6.123

6,038

5.961

5-890

5. 821)

5 .762

5-703

PPP
n

0.1*57

0.1*1*8

0.1*19

0,391

O.368

0.31*5

0.323

0. 302

0.231;

Ash

0.1*82

0.1*72

0.1437

O.I4O7

O.38O

0.356

0. 33^

0.313

0.37c

The hard-sphere dj nneters o .ire intimated fron thr &r pr ox irwit

relation tf(a) - f (D ) ^ ~ k T (Eq. (31)) and n arc then

calculated from n - T- na .

**) The value of f°i" Na is taken to be 1.85 which corresponds

to of the electron density parameter y •
s

Temperature

T(K)

337

393

1*00

500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

density n

(a.u.)xl0~3

1.6006

1.8667

1-8999

2.371)9

2.8500

3.3250

3.8000

14.2750

»'.750C

5-2250

5.6999

PFP
Q

(a.u.)

7-751

7-667

7.660

7-511

i7.37O

7.21*5

7.116

6.996

6.69S

6.80.1.

6.698

Ash")
(7

(a.u.)

7.715

7-629

7.6l8

7-1*81

7.360

7.25*4

7.15s)

7.060

6.969

6.89c

6.809

PPP
n

0.1)60

0.14 38

0.1*36

0.1*00

0.367

0.339

0.311

0.2E6

0.265

• 0 . 2 l » l )

0.225

Ash
n

0.953

0.1*32

0-1429

0.395

0.366

O.3I4O

•1-316

1.29I4

.".2T3

: . : ?5 ! '

\\236

*) The hard-sphere diameters 0 are estimated from the approximate

relation *(o) - *mln

calculated from n "
= § V <E1- nT1<J n

•*) The value of y for K is taken to be 2.36 (.1.11.) which

corresponds to of the electron density parameter y

-15-
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TABLE 3

Thermal properties of Ha and K at their melting temperatures, The results

obtained from the present point pseudizing potential (prP) arc compared with

Llio:;e calculated from the Ashcroft (Ash) potential and those obtained

expiM-imonlully (Expt),

TABLE It

Effective entropy Scff/HkB at various temperatures for !!a and K,

Tlie results obtained from the present point psuedi?.ing potential (PPP)

;iro compared with those calculated from the Arhn'oft (Ar,h) i-.otent.ial

mu] those obtained experimentally.

Properties

n

-[—]

-e/-B

•v/r.-,B

xT '

ppp

0.1)57

0.323x10"3

3.^10

3.127

3.8^2

1.231

, 0 2 0 , 1 0 - -

Ha

Ash

0.1)82

0.313x1 (f3

14.099

3.15.

fi.106

1.302

Expt

-

-

3.1)50

3. Uoo

3.300

1.100

ppp

0.1)60

0 . 3 ^

3 . ^ 1

3.1UG

I . 2.7:2

- I P
?•>. 055x10

K

Ash

0.1)53

3.292

3.133

3.785

1.208

Eitpt

-

-

3.1)50

3. ^00

2.900

1.100

Temperature

'KK)

371

50c

700

900

1100

1200

PPP

7-820

6.931

10.173

11.093

II.818

12.12!)

Ka

Ash

7.131

8.28I1

9.81)6

10.828

11.587

11.930

sSxp\, 1

7.775

8.895

10.102

10.978

11.678

11.987

Temperature

T(K)

337

500

700

900

1100

1200

PPP

9.073

IO.65I)

11.963

12-920

13.651

13.920

K

Ash

9.233

10.763

13 -999

12.851

13.60a

13.922

Expt*)

9 .0D0

IO.55G

11.781

12.682

13.tl5

13.7^2

t:) Cht;iir.ed from KultRre.n et al (1973).
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FIQUflE CAPTIONS

Hg. 1 The temperature -variation of the excess entropy S per atom

for Na., The calculations use the data -presented in Tabl? 1.

Here curve A( •<• 1 denotes the results obtained

by using the Ashcroft hs ingredients without soft force and

electronic contributions. Curve E( — ••• — ) those obtained by

using the PPP hs ingredients without soft force and electronic

contributions, curve C(> ) those by using Ashcroft ingredient

Kith soft force but without electronic contributions, D(-•••)

Ashcroft with soft force and electronic contributions E ( © @ @ )

experimental results, F ( — • — ) PPP results with soft force and

without electronic contributions and G( ) PPP results with

soft force and electronic contributions.

Fig, 2 The temperature variation of the decess entropy per atom for K.

The calculations use the data presented in Table 2. The labelling

of curves follows that of Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 a) The temperature variation of the specific heat C per atom far

for Na. The calculations use the data presented in Table 1.

Here curve A( — - ) denotes the results obtained by using the

PPP hard sphere ingredients vlth .soft force and electronic

contributions, curve B( — . — ) those obtained by us in.-, die

PPP hard sphere ingredients with soft force hut v.thcut

electronic contributions, curve C(- • •} U5i::£ the '-.̂ hcroft

ingredients with soft force and electronic contributions,

D( ) Aslicroft results vith soft force n:yl without i.'loctronic

contributions and curve E{©<jD®) the e.\-pp:-:mc:itiii j-îr;",:! tn.

b) The temperature variation of the spec: Tic heat Ct per atom

for K. The calculations use the data pre:--cntcd i n TiiV.le 2.

The labelling of curves follows that for Tip,, (a). The arrows

denote the minima in certain C (T) curves.
P

Si ~

Na

700 iioo
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